Featuring:

6 Fast & Easy Designs with
Step-By-Step Instructions

Butterfly
1. Apply white with sponge.
2. Overlay dark pink on the edge
of the white with a sponge.
3. Use a chisel brush loaded with
violet and pull toward the
center to create the shape
of the wings.
4. Using a brush, follow the shape
of the eyelid to paint violet on
the top and bottom lid.

Super Hero
1. Use chisel brush to apply
black around the eyes
creating the mask. Clean
your brush.
2. Use chisel brush to paint yellow on forehead above the
mask to create the headpiece.
3. Use medium round brush to
outline the yellow with black.

5. Use the medium brush loaded
with white to create the simple
body of the butterfly.

4. Use medium round brush to
add black accents to yellow
headpiece. Clean your brush.

6. Use Detailz White for the
accent dots on wings.

5. Use medium round brush to
add depth to your design by
painting white highlights
around the black mask and
along the nose. Add a few
more white accents to yellow
headpiece.

7. Dust with Opalescent White
glitter.
8. Apply dark pink over the lips
using the medium round brush.

Pirate
1. Using a sponge loaded with
red, cover the forehead
evenly.
2. Add a handkerchief knot on
the side using the chisel brush.
3. Using the chisel brush, paint
black around one eye.
4. Use black over the other
eyebrow to make it look
thicker.
5. Add mustache and goatee.
6. Using black, create a simple
skull and crossbones emblem
on red forehead.

Monster
1. Cover half of the face with
white using a sponge.
2. Apply a few spots of grey to
create some shadows.
3. Draw towards the center of
the face for the cheekbone,
creating a thicker to thinner
line. Blend with a sponge.
4. Create the shape of a “half
moon” near the mouth using
black and medium round
brush.

7. Add black outline to features.

5. Using medium round brush
loaded with yellow, press
down to make the teeth.

8. Add white highlights to finish
the design.

6. Outline with black to make
the detail pop out.

Clown
1. Apply white using a medium
round brush.
2. Using the chisel brush, paint
red cheeks, press and release
to create the thick to thin
stroke while curving.

Flower Girl
1. Using a medium round brush
loaded with white, paint from
the outside towards the
center of the flower.
2. Using the same brush, add
violet to the tip only and press
down.

3. Add a round circle to the
nose using the chisel brush.

3. Reverse the colors and
repeat.

4. Add black above eyebrows
and at corners of the mouth.

4. Add leaves using medium
round brush and dark green
paint. Press brush down and
finish with a point.

5. Add black accents around
eyes.
6. Use Detailz White to add accents to cheeks.

5. Paint the center of the flowers
yellow.
6. Use Detailz White for the tiny
flowers.
7. Sprinkle with Opalescent White
glitter for a “magical” touch.
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